Spring 2010 Brown Bag Seminars

January 20:  Mike Hout (Demography/Sociology, UC Berkeley), Higher Education Trends: A Demographic Perspective.

January 27:  Joshua Goldstein (Max Planck Institute), The End of 'Lowest-Low' Fertility? (co-authored by Tomas Sobotka and Aiva Jasilioniene).

February 3:  Andrew Mason (University of Hawaii), Population Aging and the Generational Economy (working title).


February 17: Michael Anderson (Agricultural and Resource Economics, UC Berkeley), Are Restaurants Really Supersizing America?.

February 24: Sarah Staveteig (Sociology and Demography, UC Berkeley), Marital dynamics in the wake of genocide: evidence from Bosnia/Herzegovina and Rwanda.

March 3:  David Lam (Population Studies Center, University of Michigan), Family Size of Women and Children during the Demographic Transition.

March 10:  Nobuko Mizoguchi (Demography, UC Berkeley), Long-term Consequences of Early-Life Exposure to War: A Look at Later Life Outcomes of Children Born or Conceived During the Vietnam War.

March 17:  Robert Schoen (Department of Sociology, Pennsylvania State, emeritus) Gender Competition and Family Change.

March 24: No Brown Bag, Spring Break.

March 31:  Grant Miller (Stanford School of Medicine), The Gorbachev Anti-alcohol Campaign and Russia's Mortality Crisis. TODAY'S BROWN BAG HAS BEEN CANCELLED.

April 7:  Pre-PAA Presentations: Sarah Zureick (Demography UC Berkeley), Shifting Mortality: Inevitable or Anomaly? Savet Hong, (Demography UC Berkeley) Is Child Mortality Affected by Wantedness in Cambodia?

April 14: No Brown Bag, PAA.

April 21:  Paul Gertler, (School of Public Health and Haas School of Business, UC Berkeley) Paying Medical Care Providers for Performance: Evidence From Rwanda.

April 28:  Rachel Polimeni (Economics, UC Berkeley), Selection into a Micro-Health Insurance Program in Rural Cambodia.

May 5:  Robb Willer (Sociology, UC Berkeley), Topic TBA.